Floor Care
Conductive is the #1 brand in high performance floor care power cords, cord
reels, and custom wiring harnesses. With over 35 years of field experience in
residential and commercial floor care applications, Conductive is a vital partner to
major floor care manufacturers worldwide. Conductive’s comprehensive power cord
line up and specialized Vacuumflex® cables coupled with custom engineering design
support on custom connector systems, provides commercial and residential floor
care equipment manufacturers a competitive advantage in today’s fast paced
market.
Conductive
i designs and manufactures the
widest range of residential and commercial
vacuum duty cordages in the industry. From
ultra-soft SV rubber flex cords to ultra high
flex vinyl cordsets that resist abrasion and
tortional flex, Conductive power cords are
the benchmark for domestic and international
floor care power cords. Conductive’s Floor
Care Industry Team understands the unique

requirements of power cords for floor care
manufacturers and specializes in helping floor
care engineers design and develop cord exits
and protectors to minimize production costs
while increasing performance life. Advanced
manufacturing technologies and complete
vertical integration translates into unsurpassed
control over performance and value critical in
floor care power cords.

Vacuum-Flex
Conductive’s VacuuumflexTM line of cordage’s are specifically designed around the unique requirements of the Vacuum cleaner industry. It outperfroms ordinary SVT/SJT cordage’s and sets a new
standard for Vacuum cleaner power cords.

Wire Harness
Conductive wiring harnesses systems for floor care products extend
beyond simple processing of internal wires and cables. Conductive’s
field experience in specialized connector systems allows engineers to
quickly develop solutions that increase user safety and simplify
assembly and usability in manufacturing and use of detachable
accessories. Conductive’s wiring harness solutions defines competitive
advantage in floor care appliances. From vibration resistant contacts
to hot connect connections systems, Conductive’s Floor Care industry
team can help floor care manufacturers find unique solutions to advanced floor care systems.

Power Cords - Retractable
Retractable power cords have unique
requirements that exceed normal agency
specifications. Conductive’s retractable power
cords and cord reels for the floor care industry
surpass common designs in reliable retraction
and uninterrupted power delivery under life
testing and repeated usage. With reinforced
internal strain reliefs and extended stoppers and
bend relief on retractable plugs, pull back forces
during retraction are effective curbed allowing
higher safety margin and stronger spring rates on
cord reels. Specialized jackets on retractable
cordage allow for smooth retraction without
binding and resists abrasion from equipment
housing cord exits. High tensile strength fillers are
standard in retractable cordages to aid in
extending product life cycles.
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